
12 Steps – Agile Transformation – Being Agile
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Educate everyone. It is critical that you all 
have the same understanding and speaks 
the same agile language.

Training

Identify truly empowered and courageous EAT who can make 
policy changes at organization level. EAT team is in charge of 
Agile Transformation across the organization.

Executive Action Team (EAT)

Pick an approved product/project with dedicated small 
group that shares the passion and common goal to 
maximize customer value.
Align clear scrum roles and responsibilities. 

Start with pilot product

Align what success means. Define your OKR –
Objective and Key Results.

Define Success

Define lean process and eliminate non-value added steps, 
people, dependencies, documentations, and metrics. Be 
ruthless about eliminating wastage.

Have Lean process

Still plagued with manual, poor, outdated engineering practices? E.g. Manual 
testing, lengthy release cycles, slow and costly deployment process.  Invest heavily 
in state of the art engineering practices / DevOps.

Strive for Engineering Excellence

Identify your current need for change. What if you don’t change? 
Will you survive without being agile? Understand benefits of 

being agile.  

Need for change, Why Agile?

Agile transformation is organization change and this involved 
human. Please engage HR and seek help in defining agile roles, 

titles, performance evaluation process that encourages agile 
behavior 

Don’t forget HR

Consider external experienced agile 
coach.

Seek Outside help

Offer collaborative environment that will improve 
communication. Scrum team rooms, travel, excellent quality 

video conferencing, and physical scrum boards

Facilities

Please create cross-functional, co-located scrum teams at 
each location in your globally distributed environment. 

Invest in cross-team, cross-country coordination 
techniques.

Globally Distributed Teams

Can your organization practice good scrum 
at one team level? If not, please don’t spread 

the same Sh** around at a larger scale.

Scaling
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